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Kiruba Eswaran 

Head of Product 

Anorak is fully automated life insurance advice platform. The service gives everyone easy access to impartial,                

regulated and personalised life insurance advice. Based on proprietary technologies, the platform and APIs are               

integrated by partners so that people access life insurance options whilst using everyday services such as                

challenger banks, money apps, online retailers, etc.  

Li: anorak-technologies 
W: anorak.life  
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Anojan Arunalanthan 

- Co-founder 

AHA Health is a Digital Health Technology Company that aims to disrupt the healthcare industry by building a                  

blockchain-powered healthcare network where personal health records are stored in a distributed, decentralised             

medium, access to which is controlled by patients incentivised with AHA coins for sharing their information. 

 @ahahealth 
Li: ahahealth 

W: ahahealth.io 
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Lion Rink  

Marketing & Ad 

Manager 

AIMO is the digital solution for the distribution of biometric insurance products. The AIMO Scan enables questions                 

about health issues to be automated and quantifiable. The AIMO app is the link between insurance providers and                  

customers and empowers users to independently analyze, protect and improve their health. 

 
W:aimo.health 
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Erik Abrahamsson 

CEO 

Digital Fineprint helps insurers and brokers reduce underinsurance in SMEs. DFP drives actionable insights from               

open data by using AI and predictive analytics. It supports the entire distribution process, from identifying new                 

leads and converting prospective customers, to real-time monitoring of existing ones and maximising customer              

LTV.  

@dgtlfineprint 
Li: digital-fineprint 

W: digitalfineprint.com 
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Etienne Bourdon 

Co-founder & COO  

HealthyHealth specialises in assessing precise individual health risks, with the ability to predict percentage risks for                

more than 800 medical conditions, hospitalisation and mortality. Using this data, a second product focuses on                

preventing the detected health risks by transforming digital data collected into prevention opportunities with a               

daily personalised plan including nutrition recommendations, physical and mental exercises. 

@HealthyHealth__ 
W: healthyhealth.uk 

Li: healthy-health 
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Cyrille Guillet 

Co-Founder & COO 

iamYiam created SYD, your AI-powered personal lifelong health partner. SYD leverages science & technology to               

understand what makes you YOU – through genetics, environmental and personality data – and what personalised                

preventive interventions are most suited to address your very unique set of health risks. SYD also learns from                  

others in order to predict what will work for you.  

@iamYiam 
 Li:i-am-y-i-am 

FB: @iamYiam.Official 
W: iamyiam.com 
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Alex Devoto 

Founder 

LVLFi gamifies exercise via a platform of apps and mobile games to encourage users to be more active and break                    

sedentary habits. By using behavioural economics to incentivise an insured population to take more steps, we                

lower their risk for cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes, in turn, lowering the claims rates and costs for the                   

Insurer. 

@LVLFi 
W: lvlfi.com  
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/anorak-technologies/
http://www.anorak.life/
http://www.ahahealth.io/
http://healthyhealth.uk/
https://twitter.com/HealthyHealth__
http://www.healthyhealth.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/healthy-health
http://www.linkedin.com/company/i-am-y-i-am/
https://www.iamyiam.com/
http://www.lvlfi.com/


 
 

 

 

 Mads Frost  

PhD, Chief Product 

Officer 

Monsenso helps bring better treatment to more people at a lower cost. Our mission is to help healthcare                  

providers, carers and individuals overcome the burden of mental illness. Based on continued research and               

development, we develop a solutions that fit seamlessly into the lives of individual, while increasing the efficacy of                  

treatment. 

@monsenso 
Li: monsenso 

W:monsenso.com 
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Carmen Hickers 

Head of Product 

Delivery 

Optalitix helps companies to acquire more customers, retain existing ones and understand them better via the use                 

of complex data analysis. It fuses data statistics and technology, empowering customers with the information                

required to make intelligence based decisions.  

@optalitix  
Li: Optalitix Ltd 

W: optalitix.com 
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Robert Lindsay 

Head of Customer 

Success 

PORT challenges the status quo of compliance today, championing smart solutions over repetitive processes,              

transparency and trust over ambiguity, and building data relationships, not data pools. 

@portsays 
W: port.im 

Li: port-technologies-ltd 
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Mike Minett  

CEO 

Portabl offers on-demand, portable insurance, benefits and savings for freelancers. 

Portabl helps freelancers to take care of their health, finances, career and life by providing a bundle of highly                   

relevant products based on their industry, tenure and the stage of life they’re at, all wrapped up in a monthly                    

subscription. 

@PORTABLco 
W: portabl.co 
LI: portablco 
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Ben Perrin 

Vice President 

PAI Health is rooted in the proven science of cardiorespiratory fitness – a leading predictor of longevity and health.                   

PAI Health uniquely enables insurers to increase engagement and reduce risk via a suite of personalised data                 

services which guide every type of member toward an active lifestyle. 

Li: paihealth 
www.paihealth.com 
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Jeff Manricks 

UK Director 

In the fight against Fraud, Waste and Abuse in Healthcare, Shift Technology’s fraud detection solution, S-FORCE™,                

provides a decision-support platform designed specifically for health insurance fraud handlers to augment their              

capacity to detect a fraudulent behaviours and scenarios. 

@shiftechnology 
shift-technology.com 
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Oleg Fomenko, 

Co-founder 

Sweatcoin is the Health & Fitness app that rewards users for physical activity by converting their steps into a digital                    

currency. Sweatcoin has over 30 million users and is proven to increase user's daily stepcount by 19.5%.  

@Sweatcoin 
sweatco.in 

FB: sweatcoin  
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Dr Andres Fonseca 

CEO & Co-founder 

Thrive is a social enterprise improving the worlds mental health. Its NHS approved app is accessible by over 1m                   

insured lives globally and prevents, detects early, and self-manages common mental health conditions at work. We                

reduce claims, proactively signpost, and provide a scalable mental health solution that is always available. 

@ThriveAppsUK 
FB @Thriveappsuk 

LI:thrive-therapeutic-sof
tware 
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Tassos Anastasiou 

Co-founder 

Torafugu Tech uses AI to help individuals with chronic conditions reduce their insurance costs by actively managing                 

their disease while improving their wellness. The foundation of our solution is based on a novel algorithm which                  

utilises users’ existing digital footprint to predict disease status and provide a dynamic risk score and a digital                  

application (‘App’) that provides behavioural nudges. 

@torafugutech 
LIn: 

torafugu-tech-limited 
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Ian Prangley 

Co-Founder & 

Health Director 

TrackActive’s objective is to empower people to take care of their musculoskeletal health. TrackActive Me is a                 

chatbot-driven application that allows people to self-manage bone, joint and muscle conditions and facilitate              

better health through exercise. 

LIn: activehealthtech 
@track_active 
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 Josh Hart 

Co-Founder 

Yulife is the lifestyle insurance business. Its mission is to inspire everyone to live their best life - financially, mentally                    

and physically. Their goal is to improve the lives of millions of people. 
@yulife 

www.yulife.com 
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